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Abstract—High-performance computing (HPC) facilities have
employed flash-based storage tier near to compute nodes to
absorb high I/O demand by HPC applications during periodic
system-level checkpoints. To accelerate these checkpoints, proxy-
based distributed key-value stores (PD-KVS) gained particular
attention for their flexibility to support multiple backends and
different network configurations. PD-KVS rely internally on
monolithic KVS, such as LevelDB or RocksDB, to exploit the
KV interface and query support. However, PD-KVS are unaware
of the high redundancy factor in checkpoint data, which can be
up to GBs to TBs, and therefore, tend to generate high write
and space amplification on these storage layers. In this paper,
we propose DENKV which is deduplication-extended node-local
LSM-tree-based KVS. DENKV employs asynchronous partially
inline dedup (APID) and aims to maintain the performance
characteristics of LSM-tree-based KVS while reducing the write
and space amplification problems. We implemented DENKV
atop BlobDB and showed that our proposed solution maintains
performance while reducing write amplification up to 2× and
space amplification by 4× on average.

Index Terms—High Performance Computing, Key-Value
Stores, Log-Structures Merge Tree, Deduplication

I. INTRODUCTION

HPC applications are often compute and data intensive and

frequently run simulations for longer times. They perform

periodic checkpointing to store their internal states to high

I/O bandwidth parallel file systems (PFS) [1]. However, stor-

ing checkpoints on PFS presents significant difficulties when

scaling to meet the demands of large scientific applications due

to the considerable overhead induced. To absorb the high I/O

demand, it has become common to deploy additional storage

layers, often flash-based, to handle high-bandwidth workloads

such as checkpointing. These storage layers have a variety of

deployment models such as compute node-local (CN) storage

as in Summit [2]–[4] or near-node storage, often known as

Burst Buffers (BB) as in Sierra [3], [5].

Most HPC applications use system-level checkpointing li-

braries, which generate a huge amount of redundant check-

point data [6], [7]. To verify this claim, we investigated

the redundancy ratio of the 10 HPC applications at Nurion

supercomputer [8] and analyzed their sample data using an

in-house deduplication analysis tool and present the results

in Table I. Furthermore, several studies [9]–[12] tend to

accelerate checkpointing by adopting a distributed KV in-

terface atop CN-local and BBs. Notably, distributed KVS

Figure 1: Target HPC environment with compute-node local NVMe
SSDs and KVSs.

are categorized as either natively-distributed or proxy-based

KVS [10]. Proxy-based distributed KVS (PD-KVS) [9]–[15]

has received special attention for their flexibility to support

multiple backends and different network configurations.

PD-KVS relies internally on monolithic KVS1, such as

LevelDB [16] or RocksDB [17], to exploit the KV interface

and query support. These KVS are unaware of high redun-

dancy factor in checkpoints, ranging from GBs to TBs, and

therefore tend to generate high write amplification (WA) and

space amplification (SA) on these storage layers, where the

storage capacity is limited. Furthermore, log-structured merge

(LSM)-tree-based KVSs are unfit for node-local storage due

to high internal WA and SA, which degrades performance. A

way around this problem is to integrate redundancy reduction

techniques such as deduplication (dedup) in the HPC applica-

tion. However, it requires modifying the application and cannot

control the internal WA and SA of KVS. For instance, on

average internal WA of LSM-tree-based KVS ranges from 10×
- 30× on average, primarily affecting KVS throughput [18],

[19]. Integrating deduplication in the KVS backend offers

several benefits, such as reduced checkpoint data, minimal WA

and SA, and intelligent storage utilization [20]–[23].

Thus, we propose a deduplication-extended node-local

LSM-tree-based KV-Store (DENKV), to guarantee high per-

formance for HPC checkpointing applications. DENKV elim-

inates redundancy to smartly utilize the storage of space-

constrained node-local devices. We carefully identified the

level of LSM-tree to integrate the APID and aim to main-

1Hereafter, we will refer to monolithic KVS to simply KVS.
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Figure 2: Description of LSM-tree data structures.

tain the performance properties of LSM-tree-based KVS.

APID leverages transparent asynchronous dedup using the

FLUSH operation by the background thread pool. We extended

BlobDB [24] to implement the proposed ideas. BlobDB [17]

is based on vanilla RocksDB with key-value separation design.

Evaluation with the in-house simulation of checkpointing data

of HPC applications revealed that DENKV reduces the WA and

SA by upto 2× and 4× without jeopardizing the performance.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Proxy-based Distributed KVS (PD-KVS) in HPC

Figure 1 depicts an HPC environment where each compute

node (CN) has a local NVMe SSD, and on top of it, a

PD-KVS can be adopted to fully exploit the performance

characteristics of these NVMe SSDs and provide significant

query performance. PD-KVS support multiple backends and

network configurations, making them a suitable candidate to

be adopted in HPC facilities. With different backend storage

engines in PD-KVS, applications can benefit according to

their requirements. For instance, applications that support

range queries will benefit by using a MassTree-based stor-

age engine [25] and applications dealing with write-intensive

applications can take advantage of LSM-tree-based storage

engines [16], [17], [26].

B. Log-Structured Merge (LSM)-Tree

Figure 2 illustrates the architecture and operational flow

of the representative LSM-tree-based KV store, RocksDB at

Facebook [17]. LSM-tree consists of memory and storage-

based components. Memory components include in-memory

skiplist-based MemTables, which are mutable, and appli-

cations can write/update KV pairs directly in MemTables.

When the MemTable reaches a certain size threshold, it is

converted into an Immutable Memtable (IMT) and eventually

written to level 0 by employing asynchronous threads from

the background thread pool, as shown in Figure 2. Storage

components are formed by Sorted String Tables (SSTs) files

and stored in terms of increasing size levels. The SSTs in level

0 are unsorted and can have overlapping key ranges; however,

SSTs in higher levels are sorted and do not have overlapping

key ranges. A compaction operation is triggered when a level

reaches a size threshold to maintain the sorted order of SSTs

and lookup performance of the LSM-tree. The compaction

operation merges and sorts the SSTs from particular level n to

level n+1 and is performed by the asynchronous threads from

the background thread pool. RocksDB employs Write-Ahead-

Log (WAL) for failure consistency of memory components.

LSM-tree-based KVSs suffer from high WA and SA. WA

occurs when KVS performs more write operations than the

application intended. It happens due to internal operations of

LSM-tree such as compaction. Meanwhile, SA occurs when

KVS occupies more space than the application requires. It

mainly happens when the workload is update-intensive, and

higher levels of the LSM-tree still store the stale data. As

LSM-tree stores data in terms of levels, lower levels always

have the latest/valid KV pairs, which makes the KV pairs

stored at the higher level invalid/stale and compaction oper-

ation is responsible for reclaiming those stale KV pairs. WA

shortens the lifespan of SSD due to the high number of writes,

and SA requires unnecessary SSD space, so they limit the

adoption of SSD as CN-SSD in the HPC environment.

C. Motivation

As shown in Figure 1, HPC applications store their interme-

diate state and checkpoint data in the compute-node local SSD

(CN-SSD) by exploiting PD-KVS. PD-KVS rely on mono-

lithic KVS to exploit performance characteristics of CN-SSD

and query support. PD-KVS can deploy multiple independent

instances of KVSs in the HPC environment to support the

distinct needs of the HPC applications. The HPC application

generates bursty write patterns when checkpointing the state,

and to absorb these write patterns, LSM-tree-based KVSs are

adopted due to being highly write optimized. However, LSM-

tree-based KVSs suffer from high WA and SA, which limits

their adoption due to the limited capacity of the CN-SSD. Thus

in this work, we aim to incorporate data dedup in CN-SSD-

based PD-KVSs only to store the unique checkpoint data.

This paper solves the aforementioned WA and SA by

running dedup in the storage engine of the LSM-tree-based

KVS. We focus on LSM-tree-based KVS as they are highly

write optimized and argue that they are a suitable candidate

to be adopted in PD-KVS to store intermediate and check-

point data on KVSs. However, the incorporation of dedup in

LSM-tree comes with its own challenges. First, identifying

a suitable component to adopt dedup plays a vital role in

the performance of the LSM-tree. If dedup is incorporated in

memory components, it impedes the performance of the LSM-

tree due to additional dedup overhead. Second, integrating

dedup at the higher levels of storage components, level 1

onward, will not be efficient in reducing WA and breaking the

structural constraint of the LSM-tree. LSM-tree only allows a

single valid instance of the KV pair at a particular level, and

storing multiple valid instances of KV pair based on the value

chunks will lead to the increased complexity of the compaction

operation and results in write stalls.

III. REDUNDANCY IN HPC APPLICATION

HPC applications often generate massively repeated data

(checkpoints) during execution and as an output. This dupli-
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Table I: Deduplication analysis of 10 applications on Nurion Super-
computer hosted at KISTI facility. DR denotes duplication ratio.

App. Size DR App. Size DR
Abaqus 386 GB 41.8% CESM 273 GB 25.7%
Charmm 382 GB 23.1% Gaussian 293 GB 20.4%
Lammps 24 GB 42.5% MOM 323 GB 53.9%
MPAS 197 GB 81.7% Siesta 566 GB 52.1%
VASP 1 TB 27.3% ANSYS 544 GB 23.8%

cate data limits the usage of CN-SSD, which is constrained

by limited storage capacity. For example, a compute node

in Summit supercomputer has only 1.6 TB of storage ca-

pacity [3]. Whereas HPC applications, including physics and

scientific applications, generate several TBs of data during

the simulation lifetime. To investigate the duplicate ratio of

the HPC application, we analyzed the 10 HPC applications

consuming the most CPU cycles at the Nurion Supercomputer

hosted at the Korea Institute of Science and Technology

(KISTI) for one year and captured a sample of their generated

data. We analyzed the application data using an in-house

dedup analysis tool that we implemented based on FS-C [7].

Nurion has a total theoretical performance of 25.7 petaflops,

which was ranked 11th in the world in June 2018 [3]. Table I

shows the sample size collected within 10 minutes from each

application’s generated data. Meanwhile, HPC applications

execute in terms of days, which can lead to a vast amount

(TBs-PBs), while the CN-SSDs have limited capacity [3].

Table I also shows the ratio of duplicates in terms of

percentage for the data generated by the HPC applications.

This duplicate ratio typically ranges between 20% to 81%.

Furthermore, it has been studied that system-level checkpoint-

ing within HPC systems generates over 80% of duplicate

data [6]. Note that storing duplicate data limits not only the

capacity of the CN-SSD but also affects the performance of the

HPC application. For instance, when the capacity constraint is

reached in the CN-SSD, the system will flush the data to the

parallel file system (PFS), which is usually employed on top of

slow storage devices, typically over HDDs. On the other hand,

only storing the unique data at CN-SSD will help achieve

efficient utilization of these storage devices while reducing

the flush time over PFS.

IV. DENKV: DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

A. System Overview

We proposed DENKV, a dedup-enabled LSM-tree-based

KVS, which employs asynchronous partially inline dedup

(APID). We carefully identified the level of LSM-tree to

integrate the APID without compromising the performance.

APID leverages the transparent asynchronous FLUSH opera-

tion by the background thread pool to perform dedup operation

when IMTs are written to the level 0 of the LSM-tree. APID

uses the fixed-size chunking mechanism for value partitioning

and employs SHA1 for fingerprinting. To manage the dedup

metadata, APID introduces a chunk information table (CIT),

which helps identify the duplicate value chunks. Furthermore,

DENKV adopted the KV-separation approach to maintaining

Figure 3: Design overview of DENKV and operational flow of PUT
and FLUSH operation in DENKV.

the structural constraint of the LSM-tree and introduced Meta-

SSTs and unique value log (UVL). In the KV-separation

technique, the keys and values are stored separately. The

reason for adoption of KV-separation design is manifolds:

First, the value chunks are stored separately based on the

chunk size; meanwhile, the corresponding key can store the

list of value chunk pointers in Meta-SSTs. Second, with the

KV-separation technique, SSTs are relatively smaller in size,

thus reducing the data movement during compaction operation

and resulting in less WA.

B. Data Structures

Figure 3 unboxes the internals of DENKV within a single

compute node of HPC system. DENKV consists of memory

and storage components. DENKV introduces chunk informa-

tion table (CIT), which manages the dedup metadata. CIT is a

hash table that stores the value chunks’ fingerprint (20 bytes),

offset (8 bytes), and reference count (4 bytes). A single entry

in CIT is comprised of 32 bytes and the total size of CIT

will depend on the workload size. CIT is updated during

the FLUSH and compaction operations by the background

thread pool. Additionally, DENKV introduces Meta-SSTs and

the UVL at storage layer. Meta-SSTs store the keys and list

of value chunk pointers that points at the corresponding value

chunk associated with the key. The format of Meta-SSTs

is similar to the traditional SSTs and comprised of filter,

metadata, and data blocks. The filter block is a bloom filter

which helps in GET queries, while the metadata blocks store

the additional metadata related to the SSTs such as number

of KV pairs, size of the SSTs, starting and ending range, and

so on. The data blocks stores the keys and list of value chunk

pointers as shown in Figure 3. The UVL is a log-based file

which stores the value chunks based on dedup chunk size and

comprised of value chunk and the reference count, represented

as H in Figure 3.

C. Put Operation

The operational flow of the PUT and FLUSH operations

of our proposed design is shown in Figure 3. When the HPC

application places a PUT request, it follows the path of the
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PUT operation of the traditional LSM-tree and writes the

KV pair to MT, as shown by step 1 of Figure 3. When

MT reaches a certain size threshold, it is converted to IMT

(step 2 ). At step 3 , the background thread pool selects the

IMTs and passes them to the APID, step 4 . During FLUSH
operation, APID takes each KV pair from IMT and chunks

the value part of the KV pair, based on the chunk size, and

the fingerprint is computed. When the fingerprint is obtained,

the CIT is traversed to match the fingerprint. If a unique value

chunk is encountered, it is written to the UVL (step A ), and

an entry is created in the corresponding Meta-SST at level 0

(step B ). When the unique value chunk is written to UVL

and Meta-SST, the dedup metadata is updated at the CIT. If a

duplicate value chunk is detected, the offset stored at the CIT

is attached to the pointer list of the key and added to the Meta-

SST. DENKV supports large KV pairs for dedup by chunking

the values into fixed size chunks and storing unique chunks

at the UVL as shown in Figure 3. This mechanism obtains

the offset of each chunk maintained at the CIT and LSM-tree

with the corresponding key. The P∗ in Figure 3 represents an

offset pointer of the value chunk in Meta-STT.

D. Get Operation

The GET operation also follows the same path as the tra-

ditional LSM-tree-based KVS. When a GET request is placed

by the HPC application, it starts by looking for the requested

KV pair in the MT, and if found, it returns. Otherwise, the GET

operation will move to the IMTs. If the KV pair is not found

in the memory components, the GET request will traverse the

Meta-SSTs to another level. Each Meta-SST employs a bloom

filter to identify if it contains the requested KV pair or not. If

the bloom filter returns true, then the particular Meta-SST is

traversed, and the corresponding KV pair is reconstructed by

fetching the value chunks from the UVL in the same order the

value chunk pointers are stored on the list. If the bloom filter

returns false, the GET request moves to another Meta-SST and

reads its bloom filter. During the GET operation, there is no

interaction with CIT for reconstructing the KV pair. The GET

operations are based on keys, and APID does not store any

information regarding keys.

E. Garbage Collection

Although DENKV only writes the unique chunks at the

UVL, if a chunk is not being referred by any of the keys

in the LSM-tree, that chunk needs to be removed and the

space utilized by that chunk must be reclaimed. We introduce

garbage collection in DENKV to reclaim the obsolete chunk.

We integrated garbage collection with compaction operation

as proposed in BlobDB [24]. During compaction operation,

BlobDB reclaims obsolete values from the blob files if an

update operation has been encountered for the corresponding

key of the value. However, in DENKV, a single chunk in UVL

can be pointed by several keys in the LSM-tree. Therefore,

during compaction, we only update the reference count of the

chunk maintained within the UVL (H in UVL of Figure 3).

At the end of compaction, an asynchronous garbage collection

thread traverses the UVL, reclaims the chunks with zero

reference count, and updates CIT by deleting the entries of

reclaimed chunks.

F. Performing Analysis on Node-local KV

Key-value and NoSQL columnar data stores are better

suited for several graphs and simulation-based analytical work-

loads and applications. Performing search-rich querying on

such KV stores is easier and much faster than traditional

file system approaches. The CN-SSDs offer opportunities to

analyze and gain insight into intermediate data to optimize

the HPC applications. For instance, various HPC applications

perform computation and analysis in the Map-Reduce <key,
value> style [27] to obtain insights into the data generated

during simulations. Therefore, by adopting the KV interface,

HPC applications gain immediate access to perform queries

on the intermediate data and get the specific insights required.

V. EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setup

We performed all the experiments on a Linux machine with

4 Intel Xeon(R) E5-4640 v2 CPUs @ 2.20 GHz with 10

physical cores per CPU node, 80 MiB last level cache, and

256 GiB DDR3 DRAM. The operating system is 64-bit Linux

5.15.0.33, with an EXT4 file system. The machine is equipped

with 1 TB Samsung 970 EVO SSD.

1) Implementation: DENKV is implemented on top of

BlobDB [24] 7.3.0 which implements the key-value separation

in RocksDB [17]. BlobDB is optimized for write and read

operations and shows better performance than the traditional

RocksDB. Similar to BlobDB, DENKV maintains foreground

and background threads where foreground threads perform

operation on mutable data which can be directly manipulated

by the HPC applications. In DENKV, the background thread

pool is divided into FLUSH threads and compaction threads.

FLUSH threads perform KV separation, dedup operation and

then write the keys and value pointers to the Meta-SSTs of

LSM-tree, while only unique value chunks are written to the

UVL. We compare the three implementations below.

• RocksDB: Traditional LSM-tree-based KVS where storage

components are composed of SSTs which store KV pairs

together. Additionally, we utilize traditional RocksDB to

compare the performance difference between baseline LSM-

tree structure and KV separated design.

• BlobDB: KV separated design of RocksDB where keys and

value pointers are stored at the SSTs, while the values are

stored at the value-log, named Blobs. BlobDB maintains

the basic design of the LSM-tree means, it has memory and

storage components where FLUSH operation is responsible

for separating keys and values.

• DENKV: Our proposed design which introduces APID.

Similar to BlobDB, DENKV also employed KV separation

technique while instead of storing the complete values of the

corresponding KV pair, our solution only stores the unique

value chunks at the UVL.
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Figure 4: Performance analysis of DENKV with varying KV pair
sizes and dedup ratio.

2) Benchmarks and Workload: We built an in-house bench-

mark which simulates the dedup patterns of HPC applications

as shown in Table I. Specifically, with our benchmark we

can adjust the dedup ratio, the number of KV pairs and

value size. The benchmark uses single application thread to

perform requests. For workloads, we generated two categories

of KV pairs: small (4 KB KV pairs) and large (1 MB KV pairs)

where the key size is fixed to 16 bytes while the value size

varies. For small workload, we used 1 Million KV pairs

while for the large workload, we only used 100 thousand

KV pairs for the evaluation. The dedup ratio evaluated in these

experiments include 0%, 30%, 60%, and 90%. We selected

these dedup ratio considering the dedup ratios presented by

the HPC applications in Table I.

B. Results

We present the performance analysis of proposed DENKV

in comparison to baseline RocksDB and BlobDB. We also

show the WA and SA evaluation of the compared KVSs.

1) Performance analysis: Figure 4 shows the evaluation

results in terms of throughput of 4KB and 1MB sized KV pairs

with varying dedup ratios. It can be observed that DENKV has

the worst performance in comparison to baseline RocksDB

and BlobDB for small KV pairs with a 0% dedup ratio as

shown in Figure 4(a). It is due to extra dedup operation. With

additional dedup operations, the background flush threads have

larger critical sections and take longer time than baseline

RocksDB and BlobDB. The dedup operations (fingerprinting

and dedup metadata update) are the major cause of additional

execution time for background FLUSH threads. However,

these overheads can be overcome by adopting parallelized

fingerprinting methods and an optimized concurrent-friendly

dedup metadata table (CIT).

Furthermore, it can be seen that with an increasing dedup

ratio, DENKV improves the performance and outperforms

baseline RocksDB when the dedup ratio is 90% with small

KV pairs. This is due to less number of I/O operations

being performed by DENKV and only CIT and Meta-SSTs

are updated, which reduces the overall I/O size and thus

improves the performance. Additionally, DENKV outperforms

RocksDB regardless of the dedup ratio with large KV pairs.

This is because DENKV is implemented atop BlobDB, and

due to its KV separation design both DENKV and BlobDB

are optimized for large KV pairs. Notably, DENKV also
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Figure 5: WA and SA analysis with varying KV pair sizes and dedup
ratio. WA R and SA R presents WA and SA of traditional RocksDB,
WA B and SA B presents BlobDB, and WA D and SA D presents
DENKV.

outperforms BlobDB when the dedup ratio is 90% as explained

above as shown in Figure 4(b).

2) WA and SA analysis: Figure 5 shows the WA and SA

analysis. The right side Y-axis of Figure 5 shows the WA,

while the left side presents the SA results. We measured

the WA during the execution of each workload using the

Linux system-stat command. It can be observed that traditional

RocksDB suffers from huge WA in all workload meanwhile

DENKV and BlobDB has significantly less WA due to KV

separation design. DENKV and BlobDB both do not include

the value parts for the compaction operation, which helps

mitigate the WA. Note that DENKV has even less WA than

BlobDB with an increasing dedup ratio in both workloads.

With a high dedup ratio, a smaller number of writes are

performed to the UVL of the DENKV, thus less WA.

We measured the SA as the total storage space occupied by

all the KVSs after the execution of the workloads. Note that

DENKV has the least storage requirement with an increasing

dedup ratio while RocksDB and BlobDB have constant storage

utilization regardless of the dedup ratio. With increasing dedup

ratio, DENKV only stores the unique value chunks in the UVL

while storing all the keys and associated value chunk pointers

in the Meta-SSTs. Since the keys and value chunk pointers are

small, only a few Meta-SSTs are created and thus less storage

utilization.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we showed that HPC applications generate

highly redundant data by a thorough dedup analysis of the 10

HPC applications at the Nurion supercomputer at KISTI. We

argue that adopting storage optimization techniques at PD-

KVS based KVSs would help reduce the storage utilization

and improve the performance of HPC applications. Thus,

we proposed DENKV, deduplication extended node-local key-

value store to guarantee high-performance for HPC check-

pointing applications. DENKV introduces asynchronous partly

inline deduplication (APID) at FLUSH operation. We designed

and implemented DENKV atop BlobDB and showed that our

proposed solution maintains performance while reducing WA

up to 2× and SA by 4×. For future work, we plan to deploy

DENKV in an HPC setting to further evaluate its performance

and recovery process.
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